UNIVERSITY WIDE LEARNING OUTCOMES PRIMER

WHAT ARE UNIVERSITY WIDE LEARNING OUTCOMES?

University-wide learning outcomes (UWLOs) are an agreed upon set of knowledge, skills, and/or attitudes that a university expects students to know upon completion of their degree regardless of their college or major. UWLOs operationalize the mission and strategic aims of YSU as they relate to student success and learning. Through assessment of UWLOs, we can evaluate claims made as an institution about the complete educational experience, integrating learning that occurs both inside and outside the classroom.

WHY DO WE NEED UNIVERSITY WIDE LEARNING OUTCOMES?

The ability for YSU to provide evidence-based answers to the question, “What is it that helps serve as a differentiator for a graduate of YSU?” is critical to our future as an institution. Students, parents, and outside stakeholders want to know exactly how students are prepared for post-graduation success. YSU’s UWLOs will serve as (1) the basis for the general education transformation, (2) achieving the goal within the Plan for Strategic Actions to Take Charge of our Future, and (3) an integral component of achieving the Carnegie Foundation’s Elective Classification for Community Engagement.

HOW DOES AN INSTITUTION USE UNIVERSITY WIDE LEARNING OUTCOMES?

By creating systems that both vertically and horizontally integrate the collection of evidence of learning in UWLOs, YSU can build a rich picture of how and where institutional learning is occurring, where our strengths as a campus are, and align resources to support strategic priorities around student success and learning.

WHAT IS THE PLAN FOR DEVELOPMENT OF UNIVERSITY WIDE LEARNING OUTCOMES AT YSU?

The Academic Program Transformation Team is working from a plan presented at a recent Curricular Efficiency workshop attended by over 60 program directors, coordinators, chairs and deans. The plan involves engaging members of the campus community to discuss the purpose of UWLOs, suggest UWLOs that fit the YSU mission, and then present those UWLOs to Academic Senate in the Fall 2022 semester for consideration. Please review the following examples and look for next week’s email regarding UWLOs.

EXAMPLES:

- Muskingum University: https://www.muskingum.edu/administration/academic-affairs/institution-wide-student-learning-outcomes
- University of Toledo: https://www.utoledo.edu/aapr/assessment/ISLOs.html

IMPLEMENTING UNIVERSITY WIDE LEARNING OUTCOMES:

- serves as the basis for general education transformation
- articulates and can measure the unique differentiator that YSU provides
- provides evidence of the broad, transferrable skills needed by employers
- reinforces a culture of continuously self-evaluating our work and improving instruction
- recognizes learning that occurs both inside and outside the classroom
- supports gathering evidence that allows YSU to identify strengths and strategic priorities
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